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We consider the set 9” of all positive quadratic differential forms w = a(x, y) dy* + 
b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx2 defined in the plane with a, b, and c polynomials in two 
variables, of degree less than or equal to a positive integer n, with the topology of 
the coefftcients. To every w in 9” we associate a pair of transversal one dimensional 
foliations with common singularities. An open subset of forms in E with 
structurally stable associated foliations is characterized and we proved that this set 
is dense for n = 1 and n = 2. 0 1990 Academic press, hc. 
1. IN~~OUCTI~N 
In this paper a C-quadratic differential form on an oriented two dimen- 
sional manifold M is an element of the form w  = C;= r 4k. tjk where 4k 
and tik are C’ l-forms on M. Therefore, for each point p in A4 the 
map w(p)=C;=, @,JP).$~(P): T,M+ R is defined by w(p)(u)= 
C; = r d,Jp)(u). tik(p)(u) for all vectors o in T,M. We say that w  is positive 
if for every point p in A4 the subset w(p)-’ (0) of T,M is either the union 
of two transversal lines (in this case p is called a regular point of w) or all 
T&l4 (in this case p is called a singular point of w). 
Since M is oriented, associated to each positive C-quadratic differential 
form w  on M we have a triple C(w) = {f,(w), fi(w), Sing(w)}, called the 
configuration of w, where Sing(w) is the set of singular points of w  and 
04 anU( ) w  are the transversal C-one dimensional foliations defined on 
M- Sing(w) whose tangent lines at each regular point p are given by the 
transversal lines of w(p) -’ (0). 
In [4], when A4 is a COO-compact, connected, oriented two dimensional 
manifold, the structural stability of these configurations under small pertur- 
bations of the positive quadratic differential form and the genericity of the 
*This work was partially supported by CNPq (Brazil) and FONDECYT Project No. 
258/87, Chile. 
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stability property are studied. Moreover, an open subset S,(M) of the set 
9:(M) whose elements are structurally stable is characterized, where 
.9:(M) is the set of all positive C-quadratic differential forms on M with 
the C ‘-Whitney topology. That is, given wg in S,(M) there is a 
neighborhood .N of w0 in 9;(M) such that for all w  in ./y there exists a 
homeomorphism h:M+M such that h(Sing(w))=Sing(w,) and h 
restricted to the set M-Sing(w) maps the foliations of w  onto the 
foliations of w,,. It is also proved that the set S,(M) is dense with the 
C2-Whitney topology. 
When M is the real plane, a positive C-quadratic differential form is 
simply an element of the form w  = a(x, y) dy* + b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx* 
where the C’-maps a, b, c: R2 -+ R verify (b2 - 4ac)(x, y) > 0 for all points 
(x, y) in R2 and (b2 - 4ac) ’ (0) = a-‘(O) n b-‘(O) n c-'(O). 
The purpose of this paper is to study similar problems to those in [4] 
for positive quadratic differential forms w  = a(x, y) dy2 + b(x, y) dx dy + 
c(x, y) dx* defined in R2 with a, b, and c polynomials in two variables of 
degree less than or equal to a positive integer n with the topology of the 
coefficients. 
To achieve this, as in the case of polynomial vector fields in R2, we 
associate, to any positive polynomial quadratic ditTerentia1 form w, an 
analytical quadratic differential form n(w) defined on the unit sphere S*. 
This n(w) is such that its foliations over the lower and upper hemispheres 
are the central projection of the foliations of w; whereas their action on the 
equator S’ (which is left invariant by both foliations) reflects the behavior 
of w  at the infinity (Poincart Compactifkation). 
In this paper we describe a class of positive polynomial quadratic 
differential forms of degree less than or equal to n each of whose elements 
has stable configuration and we prove that this class is dense for n = 1 and 
n = 2. 
The principal problem in proving the genericity of the property of being 
structurally stable in the c’ and in the polynomial cases is the approxima- 
tion by elements whose singular points are “simple”; i.e., of minimum 
Poincare index: 5 or -f. These singular points are characterized by the 
linear part of the quadratic differential form at the point and its local 
configuration is one of the types shown in Fig. 1. 
The point is that near a singular point an arbitrarily small perturbation 
of a positive quadratic differential form is not necessarily positive. 
The elimination of non trivial recurrent leaves for the C-case is achieved 
by using local perturbations in a similar way as for the case of vector fields 
on oriented compact surfaces (see [4, Prop. 7.21). In the polynomial case, 
any perturbation is global and therefore we must obtain new methods 
which include an analogue of Rosenberg’s Theorem (for arational folia- 
tions) on the decomposition of the surface in discs, annuli and pants (see 
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FIGURE I 
[7, p. 251). Here we prove that for the cases n = 1 and n = 2 the only 
recurrent leaves are the trivial ones and in Section 5 we give an example 
of a positive polynomial quadratic differential form of degree 4 with non 
trivial recurrent leaves. (This example was taken from [3]). 
The hyperbolization of compact leaves is obtained for the polynomial 
case with a certain type of perturbations which rotate the corresponding 
foliations with non constant angle, in a similar way as in the case of 
analytical vector fields on the plane (see [2]). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the principal defini- 
tions and the precise statement of our main result (Theorem 2.12). Among 
the definitions, we introduce the set S, which appears in the statement of 
Theorem 2.12, whose elements are proved to be structurally stable. The 
Poincare Compactification is presented in Section 3. The openness of the 
set S, and the structural stability of its elements are shown at the beginning 
of Section 4; the rest of this section is devoted to the density of the set S, 
for n < 2. Finally, in the last section, we present an example taken from [3] 
of a positive polynomial quadratic differential form of degree four with non 
trivial recurrent leaves. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND THE STATEMENT OF RESULT 
Let A, be the set of triples (a, h, c) where a, h, c: R2 -+ R are polynomial 
maps in two variables of degree less than or equal to n, and such that 
b2-4aca0 and (b2-4ac)-’ (O)=a ‘(O)nb-‘(O)nc-‘(0). Let F” be 
the space of positive quadratic differential forms w=u(x, y) dy2 + 
h(x, v) dx dy + c(x, JJ) dx2 such that the triple (a, 6, c) is in A, with the 
topology of the coefficients. Similarly [4], when w  is in pn,, for each point 
p in the plane the subset w(p)-’ (0) of Tp R2 - R2 is either the union of two 
transversal lines (in this case p is called a regular point of W) or all R2 (in 
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this case p is called a singular point of w). Therefore each w  in Fn defines a 
configuration (called the configuration of w) C(w) = { f,(w), &(w), Sing(w) } 
where Sing(w) is the set of singular points of w  andf,(w) andf,(w) are the 
transversal one dimensional foliations on R2 - Sing(w) whose tangent lines 
at each point p are given by the transversal lines of w(p) --? (0). 
For a global study of these configurations we consider the central 
projection. This map associates to each x=(x,, x2) in R2 two points 
in the unitary sphere S’:f(x) = l/d(x). (x,, x2, 1) and g(x) = - l/d(x). 
(x,, x2, I), where d(x) = (1 +x: + xi)‘!‘. On Sz we consider the atlas 
((di, U,), ($iy Vi)/i= 1, 2, 3) where Ui (respectively Vi) is the set of points 
in S2 with i-coordinate positive (respectively negative), 4,(y,, y2, y,) = 
l/Yi.(Yj, ok) and +i(y,, ~2, .Y~)c I/y,.(yj, .~k), i+j, i+kj<k. Let S’ h 
the set of points (y,, y2, y3) in S2 such that y, = 0. 
2.1. hOPOSITION. For w in .3$, the induced quadratic differential forms 
f*(w) and g*(w) on S2 - S ’ can be extended to an analytic quadratic 
differential form n(w) defined on the whole sphere S2, after multiplying by 
the factor y; + 4, and in such a way that the equator S ’ is invariant by both 
.foliations f,(n(w)) andf,(lc(w)). 
2.2. Remarks. Let w  = a(x, y) dy2 + b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx2 be a 
form in ,Fn. Then: (a) On the upper and lower hemispheres, the foliations 
associated to n(w) are the (central) projection of the foliations of w. If n is 
odd, on the upper and lower hemispheres, each foliation of n(w) is the 
projection of the same foliation of w. Whereas, when n is even, if on the 
upper hemisphere f,(x(w)) is the projection off,(w), then, on the lower 
hemisphere, f,(n(w)) is the projection of f2(w). 
(b) If (a,, b,, c*)(z,, Z2)=C:=OZ;-k.(Pkr qk, rk)(ly Z,h where Pkr 
qk and rk are the homogeneous parts of degree k of a, 6, and c, respectively, 
then 4:(4w))(z,, z2) = l/&, , z~)“+~ . { Ca,(z,, z2)zf + b,(z,, z2)zl + 
c.Jz,, z2)l dz: - z2~C2a.&, ,z,)z, + b,(z, ,z,)l dz, dz2 + z:.a,(z, ,z2)dzf}. 
Moreover, $:(x(w))(z,, z2) have the same expression multiplied by (- 1)“. 
(c) For a point p in the equator S’, the set n(w)(p)-’ (0) is either 
a single line of TpS2 (which is in T,S’) or all TPS2. In the last case, p is 
a singular point of n(w) and we will say that p is an inhnite singular point 
of w. With the notations in (b), the set of infinite singular points of w  
is #;‘(T,)u+, ‘(T,)uT, where T,= {(z,,O)/p,(l,z,)z~+q,(l,zl)zl+ 
r,(l,z,)=0}andT,is{(O,l,0),(0,-l,O)}ifp,(O,l)=Oandisemptyif 
P”(O, 1) # 0. 
(d) Let p and q be two antipodal infinite singular points of w  and V 
and - V be a small neighborhood of p and q, respectively. If n is even, the 
configuration of n(w) on V n U3 (respectively on Vn V,) is equal to the 
configuration of n(w) on - Vn U3 (respectively on - Vn I’,), and when n 
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is odd, it is equal to the configuration of n(w) on - Vn V, (respectively on 
- Vn U,). 
(e) When n is odd, the form w  always has infinite singular points. If 
n is even and S(x, y) =P”(x, y) y* + q,,(x, y)xy + t-,(x, y)x* does not 
vanish for all (x, y) # (0, 0), then S’ is a compact leaf for both foliations 
of x(w) and we will say that S ’ is an infinite compact leaf of w. When n 
is even and the equation S(x, y) = 0 has non zero solutions, S’ can even 
be a compact leaf for one of the foliations of x(w) on U3 u S ’ or on 
V3 u S ’ (and therefore for the other foliation on V, u S ’ or on U3 u S ‘, 
respectively). For example, for w  = xy + 2(x2 - y* + 1) dx dy - xy dx* the 
phase portrait of one of the foliations of n(w) on the discs y3 b 0 and y3 Q 0 
is shown in Fig. 2. 
In this case we will say that S’ is an infinite unilateral compact leaf of w. 
(f) When S’ is an infinite compact leaf of w, the Poincari first 
return map P associated to a transversal to S’ at a point q is not 
necessarily differentiable. However, the one-sided derivatives P’(q + ) and 
P’( q - ) always exist. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Two forms w, and w2 in & are said to be equivalent 
if there exists a homeomorphism h: S* + S* such that h(S ‘) = S1 and 
h(C(dWI))) = C(n(w2)). 
That is, h(Sing(rr(w,))) = Sing(a(w,)) and h, restricted to the set 
S2 - Sing(n(w,)), maps the foliations of n(wI) onto the foliations of 7r(w2). 
2.4. DEFINITION. A form w,, in 9n is said to be structurally stable 
if there is a neighborhood .N of w0 in 9” such that every w  in N is 
equivalent to wO. 
2.5. DEFINITION. A (linite) singular point p of a form w  = a(x, y) dy* + 
b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx* in p” is said to be a hyperbolic singular point of 
FIGURE 2 
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w  if the triple (Da,, Db,, DC,) is in A, and if the homogeneous polynomial 
of degree 3, Da&x, v) c.’ + Db,(x, y).xy + Dc,(x, J).u’, only has simple 
roots. 
To obtain the local configuration of w  in a neighborhood of a hyperbolic 
singular point p, as is proved in [4, Prop. 5.11, we can suppose that 
p=(O,O) and (Da,,Db,,Dc,)(~,y)=(y,b,x+b~y, -y) with b,#O, 
b, # 1 and (bJ2)‘+ I - 6, # 0. We have the three following cases: 
D,: (h,/2)‘+ 1 <b, 
Dz:(h2/2)2+l>b,>0 and b,#l 
D,: b, <O. 
The corresponding local configurations of w  at p are the ones given in 
Fig. 3. 
2.6. Remarks. (a) The foliations f,(w) and J;(w) below, are unoriented 
on a neighborhood of the singular point. The Poincart index in the cases 
D, and D2 is 4 and is -i in the case D,. 
(b) In Fig. 3 below, the separatrices are drawn in heavy lines. These 
are leaves which approach the singular points and which separate regions 
of different patterns of approach to these points. Therefore, in case Dk, 
k = 1, 2, 3, we have k-separatrices. 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let w  be a form in Yn and let 7 be a (finite) compact 
leaf of w. We say that 7 is a hyperbolic compact leaf of w  if the Poincart: 
first return map P associated to a transversal line to 7 at a point q verifies 
P’(q) # 1. 
D1 D2 D3 
FIGURE 3 
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2.8. DEFINITION. An infinite singular point p of a form w  = a(& v) ~JJ’ + 
b(x, JJ) dx dy + c(x, JJ) dx2 in 5” is said to be an infinite hyperbolic singular 
point of w  if: 
(a) The point p is (0, 1, 0) or (0, - 1, 0), c?p,,jZ.u(O, 1) + q,(O, I ) #O 
and (qi - 4p,r,,)(O, 1) > 0; or 
(b) The point p is #;‘(z’,,O) or $, ‘(z’,,O), (qi-4p,r,)(l,z’,)>O 
and z’, is a simple root of the equation p,( 1, z,)zf + q,( 1: z,)zl + r,( 1,~~) 
= 0; where pn, qnr and r,, are the homogeneous parts of degree n of u, h, 
and c, respectively. 
2.9. Remark. Later we will see that the local configuration of n(w) at 
an infinite singular point is one of the types shown in Fig. 4. 
2.10. DEFINITION. Suppose S’ is an infinite (respectively an infinite 
unilateral) compact leaf of a form ~(1 in .%$. We say that S1 is an 
infinite (respectively an infinite unilateral) hyperbolic compact leaf of w  if 
the Poincare first return map P associated to a transversal (resp. to the 
corresponding segment of a transversal) to S’ at a point q is such that the 
one-sided derivatives (resp. the corresponding one-sided derivative) of P at 
q are not equal to 1 (resp. is not equal to 1). 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let S,, denote the set of forms M: in .e, such that: 
(a) Each singular point of M:, finite or infinite, is hyperbolic. 
(b) Each compact leaf of w, finite, infinite, or unilateral infinite, is 
hyperbolic. 
(c) The form x(w) has no connected separatrices contained in 
s2-s’. 
(d) The limit set of every leaf of ,f,(rr(w)), i= 1, 2, is a union of 
singular points and/or compact leaves. 
2.12. THEOREM. (i) For each positive integer n the set S, is open in .F” 
and every form in S, is structurally stable. 
(ii) The set S, is dense in 9” for n = 1, 2. 
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3. POINCARB COMPACTIFICATION 
With the notations of Proposition 2.1 let 0, be the map q5i or It/i and let 
h be the mapfor g. 
Fory=(y,,y,,y,)=h(x)=h(x,,x,)in U,u V,, ~=(z,~z~)=@~(y)= 
l/y, . (y2, y3) and w  = a(x) dxi + b(x) dx, d.x, + c(x) dx: in 9,, we have 
(@Ioh)* (w)(z)= l/z::~{C~(l/z,,z,/z,)z:+b(l/z,,z,/z2)z, 
+41/z,, zJzz)l dz: - ~2. Mllz2, z,/zz)z, 
+Nl/z,, z,/z2)1 dz, dz,++Wlz,, z,/zz) dz:} 
= tY,/Y,)4~{C4Y,/Y,~ YdYd-(Y2/YA2 
+ HYI/Y~~ YZ/Y~). L’~/L’, + c(Y,/Y,, Y~/Y,)I dz: 
- YdYl . C24Y,/h Yz/Y,) . YJY, 
+ MY,/Y.~~ ~2h)l dz, dz2 
+ (Y~/Y,)’ .~Y,/Y,, ~2h) &I. 
For the cases y in U2 u V, and y in U3 u V, we have the following 
expressions, respectively: 
(0, ohI* (w)(z) = l/z::. {C&,/z,, l/z2) + &,lz,, l/z2b, 
+ c(z,Izz, W2)z:l dz: -z2. [&,lz,, l/z21 
+ W,lz2, W2)z,l dz, dz2 
+ z: ~c(z,/z,, l/z2) dz:} 
= (Y2/Yd4. { C~(Yl/Y,~ Y2h) 
+ NYllY.3, Y2I.h). YJY2 
+ c(Y,/Y,, Y~/Y~).(YJY~)~I dz: 
- YJY,. C4YllY3, YJY,) 
+WY,/Y,, YJY~).Y,/Y~I dz, dz2 
+ (r3/y212 .c(Y,/Y,, YJY,) dz:. 
(c&oh)* (~)(z)=u(z,,z,)dz;+b(z,, z,)dz, dz,+c(z,,z,)dz; 
=~Y,/Y,, YJY~) dz: + Nyh, YJYA dzl dzz 
+ c(Y,/Y,, YZ/Y~) dz:. 
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Therefore we have induced a positive quadratic differential form on 
S2 - S’. If we multiply this form by the factor y; +4 we obtain a new 
quadratic differential form n(w) that is defined and analytical in the whole 
sphere Sz and positive over S2-S’. 
The local expressions for n(w) are 
#:(4’++))(=, , z2) = (z,/Ll(z))“” 4 $d;h*(w)(z,, z2) 
and 
‘kI*(4w))(z, 1 z2 )“( - 1)“~(z2/Ll(z))“+4”),*h*(W)(Z,,z2). 
Then, if (a,, b,, c,)(z,, z2)=E~zoz~~(p,-k, qnmk, r,-k)(l, z,), where 
p,, q,, and r, are the homogeneous parts of degree j of a, h, and c respec- 
tively, we have 
4?(n(w))( Z,) 22) = l/d(z)” + 4. { [a*@,, z&f + 6*(z,, z2)z, 
+c*(z,, z2)] dz; - z2. [Za*(z,, z2)z, 
+ h*(z, 3 z2)] dZl fizz + z; .u*(z,, z2) dzf } 
and ICl&W)(z, 9 z2 ) have the same expression multiplied by ( - 1)“. 
Since the solution curves of the differential equation 
i, =2. [a*(z,,~,)z:+h*(z,,z,)z, +c*(z,,z2)] 
i-2 = z2. [2u*(z,, z2)z, + h*(z, ( 22)] 
+ ( - 1 )k. [z:. (61- 4a*c*)(z,, z2)]‘,2 
are tangent to one foliation of #:(n(w)) for k = 1 and tangent to the other 
foliation for k = 2, the equator S’ is invariant by both foliations of n(w). 
Therefore Proposition 2. I and Remarks 2.2 (b) and (c) are proved. 
Remarks 2.2 (a), (d), (e), (f), and (g) are consequences of the following 
facts: 
Given a positive quadratic differential form w  = u(x, v) dy2 + b(x, y) dx dy 
+ c(x, JJ) dx2 we denote byfk( w), k = 1, 2, the foliation associated to w  which 
is tangent to the vector field X,(w) = (2u, -b + ( - 1)‘. [b2 - ~uc]“~). With 
these notations we have: 
(i) For any orientation preserving diffeomorphism I+?, Il/(fk(w))= 
fk($*(w)), k = 172. 
(ii) For any non preserving orientation diffeomorphism Ic/, +(fi(w)) 
=.f2(1CI*(~~)), and 4W2(w)) =fi($*(w)). 
(iii) For any positive real valued function 1.(x, v), fk(,l. w) =fk(w), 
k= 1, 2. 
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(iv) For any negative real valued function i(x, y), f’,(i . W) =f2( w), 
and.f,(l,.til)=J;(w). 
Finally, in order to obtain the different topological types of the infinite 
hyperbolic singular points of a form M’ = a(.~, y) dy* + h(x, y) dx fry + 
c(.u, y) A2 in .Fn (Remark 2.9) let ?, be a simple root of the equation 
~,~(l,z,)z:+q,,(l,=,)z,+r,(l,=,)=O such that (qi-4p,r,,) (l,Z,)>O, 
where L q,,, and r,, are the homogeneous parts of degree tz of n, h, and 
c, respectively. Let us consider the maps S(z,, z2) = a,(~,, :,)zi + 
b,(=, , i2 )z, + c*(z,, z2) and Tk(z,, z2) = 2a,(z,, z?)z, + 6,(z,, ;?) + 
(-l)“.[(b’,-4a,~,)(=,,,,)]‘~‘, k=1,2, where a,, h,, and c* are as 
before. Then, the foliation j’,(~:(n(w))) (respectively, 1;(#:(n(w)))) is 
tangent to the vector field Y,(~,,z~)=(~S(Z,,Z,),-~~.T,(~,,~~)) (resp. to 
the vector field Yz(z,, z2) = (2S(z,, z2), z?. T,(z,, z?))) for z2 > 0 and is 
tangent to the vector held Y, (resp. Y,) for -I~ < 0. 
Since T,(z,, z2) . T2(z,,=) = 4a,(z,,zz) . S(z,,z2) and T,(z,,O) . 
- 0)=4p (l,z,).[p,,(l,;,)~:+q,(l,z,),-,+r,(l,=,)] we have that 
:,‘:A; is a rtot of T ( , z,,z2)=0 or of T,(z,.z2)=0, but not of both 
equations. So if, for example, T,(?,, 0) =O, since T,(z,, z2). Y,(z,, z2) = 
2S(z, , =*).(T*(--, , z2), 22, .a.,(=,, z2)), we have that, for z2 positive, 
./‘,(#,(x(w))) is tangent to the field Z, = (T,, 2~~ .u*) for which (Z,, 0) is a 
regular point. For zz negative, .f,(#:(rr(~‘))) is tangent to the field Y, and 
we have 
Y,(i,, 0) = 0 and 
where S(z,)=p,(l,z,)z:+q,,(l,z,)z,+r,,(l,z,). 
Therefore the local configuration of X(W) at an infinite hyperbolic 
singular point can only be one of the types in Remark 2.9. 
4. STABILITY AND GENERICITY 
Stuhility. (Proof of Theorem 2.12(i)). The openness of the set S, is 
clear. The structural stability of each form in S, follows from Remark 2.9 
and the canonical region method of [S, pp. 21&214]. 
Genericity. Let us consider the following subsets of 9”. Let G, be the 
set of w  = a(x, y) dy* + h(x, y) cl.r Cry + c(x, y) dx2 in 3$ such that the triple 
(Da,, Db,, DC,) is in A, for every point p in Sing(w) and that 
qt - 4p,,r,, > 0 in RZ - { (0, 0)}, where p,,, q,,, and r,, are the homogeneous 
parts of degree n of a, b, and c, respectively. Let H, be the subset of forms 
in G,, whose singular points (finite and infinite) are hyperbolic. Let L, be 
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the subset of forms in H, without non trivial recurrent leaves and without 
connected separatrices. We will prove that for every n the subset H, is 
dense in G, and that the subset S, is dense in L,. However, we will prove 
the density of the subset L, in H, and of the subset G,, in $, only for n = 1 
and n = 2. Theorem 2.12(ii) follows from these results. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. For every positive integer n the subset H, is dense in 
the set G,. 
Proof: Let w  = u(.Y, y) dy’ + b(x, y) cl,u dy + c(x, y) d.r’ be a form in G,, 
and let p,,, Y,~, and I-,, be the homogeneous part of degree n of u, h, and c, 
respectively. If p is an infinite singular point of M’, after an appropriate 
linear change of coordinates, we can suppose that p is the point (0, l,O). 
Therefore p,(O, 1) = 0 and q,(O, I ) # 0. Then, if p is non hyperbolic, i.e., 
if (c?p,/cix)(O, 1) + y,(O, 1) = 0, for every 6 # 0 small, the form 
H’,: = (1 + E)‘. a(x, JJ) dy2 + (1 + t;) ’ h(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx2 is in G, and 
the point p is an infinite hyperbolic singular point of it. Moreover, K,: has 
only a finite number of infinite singular points which can be hyperbolized 
in the same manner. 
The method of hyperbolization of the finite singular points is similar to 
the one shown in [4, Prop. 7.11. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. For every positive integer n the subset S,, is dense in 
the set L,. 
Proof Since the subset L, is open in ,Fn, it is sufficient to prove that 
any form in L,, can be arbitrarily approximated by forms in .Fn with every 
compact leaf (finite, infinite, or inlinite unilateral) being hyperbolic. 
Moreover, since the Poincare lirst return map associated to a compact leaf 
is an analytic map, any form in L, has only a tinite number of compact 
leaves (for any form in L, is without connected separatrices and all its 
singular points are hyperbolic). Thus the proof follows from Lemmas 4.3 
and 4.4 stated below. In the former, we hyperbolize the equator S’ when 
it is an infinite or an infinite unilateral compact leaf, and in the later do 
likewise for a finite compact leaf. 
4.3. LEMMA. Suppose the equator S’ is a non hyperbolic iFfinite compact 
leaf of the foliation f,(w) of a form w in 9”. Then there exists 6 in 
9n urbitrarily close to n’ for which the equator S’ is (I hyperbolic irzfinite 
compact leaf of the corresponding foliation f, (6) of 9. 
Proof: Let us consider the one parameter family )v,: = IV + I:. 
[2a(x, y) dy + (b(x, y) + E .a(~, y)) dx] dx which is in ,F”. Let us suppose 
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that fr(w,) is the foliation of w, which is tangent to the field A’,= 
(2a, -b-&.a+ [b2-4ac]1’2). Let A,(O)= -2p,(f?)*sin(8)+ {-q,(8)- 
E . p,,(0) + [(qi - 4p~,)(B)]*/~} . COS(@ and R,(O) = 2p,(B) . cos(8) + 
{ -q,(e) -E .P,(@ + C(qz - 4mJUW*} -sinW, where pn, qn, and rn 
are the homogeneous parts of degree n of a, b, and c, respectively, and 
(p,, qn, r,)(e) = (p,,, q,, r,)(cos(e), sin(@). Since the equator S’ is an 
infinite compact leaf of lfi (w) we have 
Ao(e)=o if and only if p,,(e) = 0 and q,,(e) > 0 
and also since it is non hyperbolic [8], 
I -  
2n Rote) de = o 
() A,(e) . 
Note that if p,(&) = 0 and q,,(6),) > 0, then A,(&) = 0 and R,(&,) = 0 for 
all E and we have 
. R,(e) 
k!“A,o= 
-de,) .cos(eo) + r,(&) NO,) 
de,). SW@,) + W,) we,) . 
We can always suppose that p,( Bo) = 0 implies qn( 0,) . sin( 0,) + r,,(&) . 
cos(6,) #O, for if not, we change w  by the form (1 + S)* .a(~, y) dy* + 
(1 + 6). b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, v) dx2, with 6 > 0 arbitrarily small. 
Since 
d *= R,(8) 
i% I 
-dtI at E=O is 4 
0 A,(@ i 
2”mde 
0 A:(e) 
which is non zero, the equator S ’ is an infinite hyperbolic compact leaf of 
the foliation f,( w,) of w, for E # 0 small. 
4.4. LEMMA. Let w, = u(x, y) dy* + b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx* + c . 
[2u(x, y) dy + b(x, y) dx] dx + E’. u(x, y) dx* be a one parameter family of 
forms in 9”. If y. is an isolated non hyperbolic (finite) compact leaf of the 
f orm wo, there exists u neighborhood V of y. and co > 0 such that for every 
0 < 1~1 <co the form w, has a finite number of compact leaves in V, which 
moreover are hyperbolic. The neighborhood V may be chosen us small us 
desired. 
Proof: Let f,(w,.) be the foliation tangent to the vector field 
X,=(2u, -b+ [b2-4uc]“’ - 2s~) such that y. is a compact leaf of f,(wo). 
Consider a continuous family of non vanishing Cm-vector fields Y, such 
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that for each (E( >,O small, Y, is tangent to fI(w,) in a uniform small 
neighborhood U of yO. 
Since det(X,, A’,)= -4&a’, we have det( Y,, Y,) ~0 (>O) along y,, if 
E > 0 (<O), except at a finite number of points. (See Fig. 5.) 
Then, Lemma 4.4 follows from generalized rotated fields theory [2]. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. For n = 1, 2 the set L, is dense in the set H,. 
Proof: Let w  =a(x, y) dy2 +b(x, y) dx dy+c(x, y) dx2 be a form in 
H,, n = 1, 2. First we will prove that w  cannot have non trivial recurrent 
leaves. This fact is clear for n = 1. When n = 2, if w  has non trivial recurrent 
leaves, then it must have four singular points, three of type D, and one of 
type D3. Moreover, the quadrilateral with vertices at these points is not 
convex, and the interior vertex is the singular point of type D,. However, 
since the sum of the number of singular points and tangency points over 
any straight line which is not a leaf is at most two, we necessarily have the 
picture shown in Fig. 6. 
Therefore, w  cannot have non trivial recurrent leaves. 
FKXRE 6 
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On the other hand, if w  has a connected separatrix 7, we assume, 
changing coordinates if necessary, that y is not contained in a-‘(O). Hence, 
we consider the one parameter family wb = w  + 6 . [2a dy + (h + 6~) dx] dx 
that is in H, for 6 small. Since the foliationfi(wg) at the points where the 
map a is not zero, is a rotation with non constant angle but always in the 
same direction of the foliationJi(w), for wg with 6 #O arbitrarily small, the 
corresponding connection of separatrices is broken. 
In order to prove the density of the set G,, for n < 2, we introduce some 
notations. For w= a(.~, y) 4~’ + h(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx* in SF” let R,(w) 
be the set of singular points p of w  such that (Da,, Db,, DC,) is in A, 
and let C,(w), for k = 0, 1, 2, be the set of singular points p of w  such 
that DH, has rank k, where H: R* + R3 is defined by H(x, y) = (a(~, y), 
@xv Y), ck Y)). 
4.5. Remark. (a) w  is in G,, implies Sing(w) = R,(w). 
(b) Sing(w)=~,(w)uC,(w)uZ,(w). 
(c) The elements of C,(w) are isolated singular points of w  and the 
set R,(w) is contained in the set Z,(w). 
4.6. LEMMA. Let w be a form in Yn and p be an element of Z,(w). Then, 
there exists 6 in Fn arbitrarily close to w, such that the point p is in R,(G) 
and Sing( +) = Sing(w). 
Proof If p is in Z,(w) - R,(w), it is enough to define 3 = w  + 6. 
b(x, y) dx dy with 6 # 0 small. 
4.7. LEMMA. Let w = u(x, y) dy* + b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx* be u form 
in 9”, with n < 2, such that (0,O) is in C,(w). Then there exists G in 9” 
arbitrarily close to w such that (0,O) is in Z*(w). 
Proof: Without loss of generality we can suppose 
and 
and then, after a linear change of coordinates that leave invariant the 
x-axis, we obtain (du/@)(O, 0). (&@y)(O, 0) # 0 and (ab/dy)(O, 0) = 0. 
Therefore, when n = 1, u(x, y) = uo. y, b(x, y) = 0, and c(x, y) = co. y 
with a,. co < 0, and we can choose @ = w  + E. x. dx dy with c # 0 small. 
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When n = 2, the maps u, h, and c can be written in the form 
4x7 Y) = (10. C42k Y) + Y ’ (a, +Plk Y))l 
b(x* Y) = ho. 4*(x9 Y) 
4x, Y) = co. [q2(x9 Y) + Y. (cl + r,(x, Y))I 
with hi - 4aoco > 0, where q2(x, y) is an homogeneous polynomial of 
degree two and pi (x, y ) and r, (x, y) are homogeneous polynomials of 
degree one. We also assume that q2(x, 0) =x2. 
We will prove that there exists a map L(x, y) = c1 . x + /l . y with 
Q # 0 such that the triple (ii, 6, Z) = (a, h, c) + c . L . (a,, ho, c,,) verifies 
E2 - 45 . c’> 0 for every E > 0 small. 
If ii, h, C are as above, we have 
h*-4&c’=h2-4uc+2~~L.(bo~b-2co~u-2uo~c) 
+ c2. L2. (b; - 4u,c,). 
Let us consider the maps 
h=b,.b-2c,.u-2u,.c and A = h2 - (b; - 4uoco). (b2 - 4uc). 
Then we have: 
(a) 4x9 Y)=Y’.A,(x, Y).A,(x, Y), where A,=2a,c,~(u,+b,) 
+ [b; - 2u,c, + (- l)k. bo. (b; - 4aoco)“2] 
.(c, +r,), k= 1, 2. 
(b) h-‘(0)cA ‘(I-m,O]). 
(c) h-‘(O) n A ‘(0) c (b* -4uc)-’ (0). 
Hence, it is enough to lind L such that L(x, y) . h(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y) 
in A-‘(IO, +a[). 
If A; ‘(0) and A;‘(O) are transversal lines it is clear that such a map L 
exists. If these lines are parallel but not horizontal, the lines p; ’ (0) and 
r;‘(O) are equal and not horizontal and we can put L=p, or L= -p,. 
Finally, when A ; ‘(0) and A;‘(O) are parallel and horizontal, we 
necessarily have that A, . A2 is negative in all R2 and any map L can be 
used. 
In order to finish the proof, we consider the triple (ii, 6, E) defined 
with the map L found above. If this triple is in A2 we put S= 
a”.dy2+gedxdy+Zedx2. If not, we put G=ci.dy2+&.dxdy+E.dx2+6. 
[(Cz- c’) dy2 + 25 .dx dy + (c’- ii) .dx2] with 6 small. 
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4.8. LEMMA. Let w = a(x, y) dy2 + b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx2 be a form 
in T2 such that (0,O) is in Z,(w). Then there exists rt arbitrarily close to w 
such that the set Sing(+) is contained in C,(G). 
Proof Since the origin (0,O) is in Z,(w), the maps a, b, and c are 
homogeneous polynomials of degree two. Moreover, we can suppose that 
4x, y)=ao-4x, Y)+Y-P,(x, Y) 
4x, y)=co.b(x, Y)+Y-r,(x, Y) 
with 1 -4a,~c,>0, where p,, r, are homogeneous polynomials of degree 
one. 
As before, we will prove that there exists a map J~(x, y) = c1 .x+/I. y 
with x or /I non zero, such that the triple (ii, 6,;) = (a, 6, c) + E. L. 
(a,, 1, co) verifies 8’ - 4~5.2: > 0 for every E > 0. 
Again, if a, b, and c are as above, we have 
(a) ~2-4ii.c’=b2-4ac+2~~L~h+~2.L2~(1-4ao.co), where h is 
the map b-2a,.c-2c,.a. 
(b) d=h’-(1 -4ao.co).(b2-4ac)= y2.Al.A2, where A,=2a,. 
co~p,+[l-2ao~co+(-l)k~(1-4ao~co)”2]~r,,k=1,2. 
If A;‘(O) and A; ‘(0) are parallel lines, then A, = 1.. A2 with 1< 0 and 
any map L can be used. If A;‘(O) and A; ‘(0) are transversal lines, we 
choose L such that L . h is positive where A is positive. 
4.9. PROPOSITION. For n = 1, 2 the set G, is dense in S$. 
ProoJ Let w  = a(x, y) dy2 + b(x, y) dx dy + c(x, y) dx2 be a form in 9”, 
n = 1, 2. From Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, we can suppose that 
Sing(w) = R,(w) and n = 2. Let p2, q2, and rz be the homogeneous parts of 
degree two of a, b, and c respectively. Then, if q: -4p,. r2 is positive 
in R2 - ((0, 0)}, the form w  is already in the set G2. If not, we assume, 
changing w by w+~S.[(a-c)dy~+2b.dxdy+(c-a)dx~] with 6fO 
small, if necessary, that (qs-4p2 .r2)-l (O)=p;‘(O)nq;‘(O)nr;‘(O). 
Then, we can suppose that 
a(x,y)=x.(a,y+a,)+y.(a,y+a,)+a, 
bb, Y) = x(bi Y + b,) + Y . (b, Y + b.J + bs 
~(~,Y)=~~(~,Y+~,)+y~(~,Y+~,)+~,. 
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We have three cases: 
(a) p;‘(O), q2’(O)9 and r; ‘(0) have in common a unique line and 
the set Sing(w) is not empty. 
(b) p;‘(O), q;‘(O), and r; ‘(0) have in common a unique line and 
the set Sing(w) is empty. 
(c) pz ‘(0), q2 ‘(0), and r; ‘(0) have two lines in common. 
(a) In this case we can suppose a5 = b, = c5 = 0, b2. c2 = 0, and 
b: + ct # 0. Therefore we must have b: - 4a,. c2 > 0. Let 
(cl, 5, C’)=(a, b, c)+E.x~+,, b2, c?). 
Then 
62-4ii.c’=b2-4uc+2~~x2~[b2~b-2a2~c-2c2~u] 
+&2.x4.[b;-4u2.c2] 
and 
A = h2 - (b; - 4u, .c2). (b2 - 4ac) = 4~‘. A, . A,, 
where h=b,.b-2a,.c-2c,.a and A;‘(O) and A;‘(O) are straight lines. 
Since h-‘(O) is a conic, h has constant sign in A - ‘(JO, cc [) and we have 
z2 - 4ii . c’ 2 0 for every E with appropriate sign. 
(b) In this case, we have 
(a,~y+a,,b,~y+b,,c,~y+c,)=(a~y+~)~(a,,b,,c,,) 
and we can assume bo. c0 = 0 and bi + ci > 0. 
Then 
and therefore 
A(Y) = NY)‘- (6; - 40, .CO) .g(.v) < 0 
Let 
for all real number y. 
Then 
(ii, 8, 2) = (a, b, c) + c .x2. (a,,, bo, c,,). 
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and since 
d=(b,.b-2u,~c-2c,~a)2-(b2-4ac)~(b~-4u,~c,) 
=(a.y+~)2~A,<o 
we have 62-44ii.fa0. 
(c) In this case, we have 
(~*x+u,~,b,x+b,y,c,x+c,y)=(ax+By).(~,,b,,c,) 
and we can assume bO. c0 = 0 and bi + ci # 0. 
Let 
(ii, 8, E) = (a, b, c) + E .x2. (a,, b,, co). 
Then 
and 
A=(b,~b-2u,~c-2c,~u)2-(b~-4u,,.co).(b2-4uc) 
=44,-A,, 
where A; ‘(0) and A; ‘(0) are straight lines. 
Again, since (b,, . b - 2~2, . c - 2c,. a)-’ (0) is a conic, bo. b - 2~2,. c - 
2c, -u has constant sign in A -‘(IO, 03 [) and we have a2 - 45 .c’a 0 for 
every E with appropriate sign. 
In this form, in any case, we can find, using again Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and 
4.8, if necessary, an element of G2 arbitrarily close to w. 
5. EXAMPLEOF A FORM IN P4 WITH NON TRIVIAL RECURRENT LEAVES 
The following example is taken from [3]. 
In this paper the authors construct a minimal isometric immersion 
a: M + R4 of a complete surface M homeomorphic to a four times 
punctured sphere whose principal lines of curvature are dense in M. They 
consider the complex polynomial 
PJz)=(z- l).(z+ l).(Z+2).(z-2++*~) 
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and the quadratic differential equation which is the imaginary part of 
PJz) . dz2 = 0, 
where Z denotes the conjugate of z. 
This equation, defines a positive polynomial quadratic differential form 
of degree four 
wfi = a,(~, y) dy* + h,(x, y) dx dy - a,(~, y) dx* 
with 
as(x,y)=(x2-y2-I)(2xy+&x+26)+2xy.(x2-y*-6.y-4) 
and 
h,(x, y) = 2. (x2 - y* - 1).(x2-y2-&~+4)-4xy.(2xy+&x+2S) 
whose singular points are ( 1, 0), ( - l(O), ( - 2,0), and (2, - 6), all of them 
of D, type. 
The foliation f,( wO) consists of two leaves over the x-axis, one between 
the points ( - 2,0) and ( - 1,O) and other between the points ( 1,0) and 
(2,O); compact leaves around these segments and the y-axis (see Fig. 7). 
The foliationf,( wO) also consists of compact leaves and three leaves over 
the x-axis. Let C be a compact leaf of f2(w0) which encloses the points 
(- I, 0) and (l,O). Since C is transversal toJ,(w,,), it is also transversal to 
I;(wa) for 6 small enough. 
Given a point p in C and 6 small, let yL8 be the oriented halfleaf 
of f,(wa) which starts at p and then enters U, where U is the bounded 
connected component of R* - C. Denote by 7’,(p) the point of C which is 
the second time, after p, that y& meets C. See Fig. 8. In this way we have 
a map Tb defined everywhere except at finitely many points ( Ta is not 
FIGURE 7 
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defined at the point d of Fig. 8), and T, extends continuously to the whole 
C as an orientation preserving homeomorphism. Moreover, we have 
(a) If T6: C --t C has a period point of period k, Ti is the identity 
map. 
(b) There is 6 positive small enough such that T,: C + C is not the 
identity map. 
Since T,,: C+ C is the identity map and the rotation number of T6 
depends continuously on 6, it follows that there exists 6’ small such that 
the rotation number of T6, is irrational. This implies that Td. has no 
periodic points, that is, T,, has non trivial recurrent points and therefore 
the foliationf,(w,,) has non trivial recurrent leaves. 
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